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In Greek mythology, the island 
of Tilos was named in honor 
f the son of Apollo who 
athered medicinal herbs from 
he island to cure his ailing 

other, who successfully 
ecovered from her illness. In 
ctual history, Tilos was 
amous for its medicinal 
erbs, exotic perfumes as well 
s fragrant bath and hair oils 
mostly from marjoram) during 
he ancient and medieval 
ears, especially as trading 
hips facilitated the 
idespread use and 

eputation of the island 
roducts. 
 
Pre-Historic Herb and Plant 

Use 
 

According to archeologists, 
erbal plants were used for 
edicinal and culinary 
urposes over 50,000 years 
go. During the Neolithic 
eriod over 9,000 years ago, 
eople knew how to extract oil 
rom flax, olives, sesame 
eeds and the castor plant.  

Historic Herbal Plant Use 
[3,000 BC to World War II] 

 
he Babylonians were the first 

o make a written record of the 
sage and dosage of 
edicinal herbs on clay 

ablets in 3,000 B.C.. Between 
,000 and 2,000 B.C., 

Assyria, Egypt, India and 
hina developed more 
xtensive written records of 
edicinal herbs. Chinese 
mperor Shen Nung, who 
ied in 2,698 B.C., is the first 
ecorded person to taste 
lants to discover which were 
oisonous and which had 

 

beneficial properties. He
compiled 252 medicinal plant 
descriptions, their effects on
the human body, where they
could be gathered and how 
to preserve and administer
them. This was the genesis
of the pharmacopeias.  
 
According to theological
istorians, basil was found
rowing around Christ’s tomb 
fter the Resurrection,

nspiring some Greek 
rthodox churches around 

he world to include basil in 
he ceremonial preparation of
holy water and in the garden
settings of monasteries. 

 

.  
Orchis Sancta 

 
In the 4th century,
Theophrastus, the Greek
philosopher, is widely
reputed to be the first person
in history to record a 
comprehensive scientific
classification of plants. He
also wrote a treatise on 
perfumes, cosmetics, and
herbal/floral essences found
in the geographical region of
which Tilos is a part. Shortly
thereafter, Apollonius
described the best locations
to find herbal crops for
perfumes including the 
Aegean island of Cos for
marjoram essence, Egypt for
cypress and Rhodes for the best
saffron. Classical Greek and
Roman records reached a peak in
512 A.D. when Dioscorides wrote a
scientific thesis describing 600
healing plants with illustrations in
De Materia Medica. This book was 
deemed by experts to be the most
accurate botanical record of herbs
for the next 15 centuries until the
17th century. 

edieval monasteries planted
erbs in beds according to the
ilments treated, such as one bed 
or coughs, colds and sore throats;
ne bed for digestive ailments; one
ed for insomnia; one for tonics to

mprove energy; etc..  

he Germans were famous for
three herbal theses in the
transitional period between the
sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, the most famous being
Leonhart Fuch’s De Historia 
Stirpium in 1542. 
 
The great British contribution to our
knowledge of botany and medicine
began in earnest in 1597 with John
Gerard who grew over 1,000
species in his own garden and
wrote Gerard’s Herbal. In 1629,
John Parkinson wrote the herbal
Theatrum Botanicum cataloguing 
over 3,000 species of plants. In
1649, one of the most famous of all
herbal books entitled The English 
Physician (also known as The 
Complete Herbal) by Nicholas 
Culpeper included the theory that 
the astrological aspect of plants
was an important component in
their efficacy and use.  Culpeper
attributed each herb to a ruling
heavenly body and considered it
effective to treat people and
diseases of the same zodiacal sign. 
Aegean Flora on Tilos 
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Aegean Flora on Tilos (continued)  
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Anacamptis pyramidalis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“What fragrance is this that 
cuts the air like a bee?  
From balsam, pine, 
acanthus, osier or thyme? 
So many the scents that, 
breathing out, 
I became a lyre caressed by 
the breath’s profusion. 
Sweetness filled my palate.” 

rom the poem “The First 

51]  

 
F
Rain” by Angelos 
Sikelianos [1884-19

 
Ophrys homeri 
In 1931, Mrs. Maude Grieve, an 
Englishwoman, wrote A Modern 
Herbal which compiled the latest
medicinal and nutritional
information about herbs which
was inspired by the food and
medicine shortages of World War
I. Her book was widely used
during World War II due to the
same shortages caused by the
recurring human frailty of, or
talent for, self-destruction. In the
trenches, garlic, thyme and moss
were used extensively to treat the
wounded soldiers. Herbs played
a surreptitious role during that era
when cryptic war-time messages 

ere secretly passed by women
n bundles of herbs during these
ars. 

Culinary Herb Use 
 

he Roman epicure Apicius was
he first to write about the culinary
se of herbs in his 1st century 

A.D. cookbook. An example
ncludes artichokes cooked in a

ixture of fennel, coriander and
int added to pepper, lovage,
oney, olive oil and liquamen (a 
ish sauce that the Romans used
s a salt substitute). In 1699, the
nglishman John Evelyn wrote
ne of the first detailed culinary
ooks in western Europe
escribing each part of an herb’s
se, including the seed, flower,
ud, leaf, stalk, and root, and how

best to prepare it. Herbs, for
which Tilos has always been
famous, were such an important
part of life throughout recorded
history that the word “herb” was
commonly used for centuries
before the word “vegetable”
became widely used beginning in
the 19th century.  
 
Herbs for pure pleasure and
beauty were promoted by
Thomas Fromon in 1535 [Herbys 
Necessary for a Garden] and 
Francis Bacon [Gardens] who 
said: “The breath of herbs and 
flowers is far sweeter in the air,
where it comes and goes like the
warbling of music, than in the
hand.” 
 
Tilos Herbal Plants 

 
Today, Tilos has an
extensive range of wild and 
cultivated herbs and 
medicinal plants that grow 
throughout the countryside 
which can be utilized for 
culinary uses (thyme, 
oregano, sage, basil, 
rosemary, marjoram); 
antiseptic tea (sage, 
chamomile); digestion (basil, 
fennel, chamomile); nausea, 
gland stimulant for nursing 
mothers, baby colic (anise); 
rheumatism, aching joints, 
aid to blood circulation and 
pain (rosemary); treatment of 
skin infections (boiled 
nettles); colds, headache, 
gastrointestinal disorders 
(marjoram); varicose veins, 
bruises,  toothache, 
(calendula); facial steam, 
skin lotion (lupine); 
gallbladder disorders, 
coughs, rheumatism, 
seasickness prevention, 
toothache (oregano); and
bronchitis (hyssop).  
 

Tilos Flora 
 
It is well known to the 
residents of Tilos that these 
herbal plants as well as the
Aegean plants pictured here 
re an integral part of the
ilian landscape that hosts
6 different biotopes on this 
mall, 63 km2 island. These 
re among more than 348 
ecorded indigenous flora
pecies, many of which are 
are, that have been recently
ecorded by botanical 
xperts from Europe 

ncluding Liechtenstein, 
witzerland and Austria. 

Reference: Flora and 
hytogeography Survey of 

Tilos, Rhodes, Simi and 
Marmaris, Dept. of 
Systematic Botany, 
University of Lund, 
Switzerland, 1987, #00095-
4652]. 
n
 
The accompanying photographs
are only a sample of the beautiful
collection given to the TPA by
Wilfried Kauffman, a botany expert
from Liechtenstein with more than
30 years of Aegean botanical
research and experience. As Mr.
Kauffman explained during his
recent visit to Tilos, each plant has
its own unique and complex
properties beyond aesthetic value
which actively contribute to the
natural flora and fauna life cycles of
the island. An example of the
interdependence of species survival
is represented by the island plant
seeds that germinate only after
ingestion and eventual deposit by 
birds onto the soil. There are also
plants that reproduce with a root
system that develops underground
in beach sand that appears devoid
of nutrients and fresh water. In
April, Eristos beach is blanketed by
ow elevation plants resistant to the 
alty air that develop thousands of

small, purple flowers only twenty
meters from the high tide line. As a
result, from the Eristos Beach bus
stop, one can see an inviting
portrait of bright purple flowers,
white sand beach and cool, blue
sea reminiscent of a painting by 
Matisse, well known for his use of
light and color.  
 

Medicago rugosa 
 
Pictured here are: Orchis sancta,;
Anacamptis pyramidalis; Ophrys
omeri (heldreichi group) that is a
are, recently recognized orchid
ith a narrow distribution in eastern 

Aegean islands (Lesvos, Chios,
os) and a coastal location in Asia
inor; and, Medicago rugosa with

ts unique, spiraling features. If you
re interested in seeing more of this
eautiful collection, please visit the
PA office in Livadia during your 
ext visit.  
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ilos Park Journal
Telis Hadzifoudas 
& 

Pantelis Koumpanios 
 Vineyard Owners on 

Tilos 

 

 

 

 

Last year near Harkadio
Cave, after pointing out his
olive tree grove for which
he had to hand carry the
water during the grove’s
infancy, Nico Logothetis
talked about the
satisfaction derived from 
his wine making and the
family cultivations on the
island despite the
hardships. He said: “The
wine we made, the food that
came from our garden and,
most important of all, my
family seated around this
table are my greatest
treasures” for which, he 
added, any man should
indeed be grateful. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

he ancient art of 
inemaking has been revived 
ith great enthusiasm on 
ilos. Although a few more 
ears and certain cultivation 
odifications may be 

equired before a Greek-
wned, French Chateaux 
argaux-quality wine is 

roduced for sale, the island 
as witnessed a renewed 

nterest in vineyard cultivation 
y newcomers such as 
ichalis Sakelaris, Tasos 
liferis, Panteleis 
oumpanios, Tasos Aptoglou 
nd Telis Hadzifoudas.  

ach new Tilos vineyard 
wner has planted Cabernet 
auvignon, one of the best 
nown grapes throughout the 
orld. A few additional 
rapevine varieties have 
een planted in some Tilos 
ineyards, the most notable 
f which is the Greek island 
pecialty of Mandilaria 

ndigenous to the Aegean. 
he contributions made by 

his grape variety have long 
een respected by Tasos 
ptoglou, an arborist 
ducated in the science of 
rees who has planted 
andilaria in addition to 
abernet Sauvignon. 

 
here have been family wine 
roducers on the island for 
ears including Niko 
ogothetis and Yannis 
iannourakis, owner of the 
ropicana Taverna in Eristos; 
owever, this fruitful 
enaissance on a larger scale 
s worth noting for the benefit 
f wine lovers with an eye for 
omething new. 

Cabernet Sauvignon 
 

he Cabernet Sauvignon is a 
ariety of red grape used in 
he production of the world’s 
est wines, such as the Red 
ordeaux. World class 
abernet Sauvignon wines 
an age and improve for 
ecades and some remain 
rinkable for a century. 
abernet Sauvignon and 
hardonnay grapes are the 
ost widely planted around 

he world. 
 
n the 1990’s, DNA testing 
roved that the Cabernet 
auvignon grape [from the 
pecies Vitis vinifera] 
riginated from a cross 
etween the Cabernet Franc 
nd Sauvignon Blanc. It is the 
ost important grape in 
ordeaux wine as well as in 
ther regions of France, 

ncluding the Loire. This 
rape also makes a 
ignificant contribution to the 
ine wines produced in the 
ew World wine regions of 
rgentina, Australia, 
alifornia, Chile and South 
frica. The thick skin of the 
rape results in wines that 
an be high in tannin with a 
ong ageing potential.  

ine experts note that there 
s a great deal of variation in 
he aroma and flavor of 
abernet Sauvignon, 
epending upon the growing 
egion, soil, climate, 
inemaking technique and 
ottle age. Regions with a 
arm climate usually produce 
 wine with an aroma of 
lackcurrant, red berries, 
edar and spice. Cooler 
limates often reveal greener, 
erbaceous aromas, 
specially in Coonawarra, 
ustralia which produces a 
abernet Sauvignon with a 
istinctive fragrance of 
ucalyptus. However, all 
xperts agree that the wines 
rom this outstanding grape 
till retain a remarkable ability 
o be recognizably 
Cabernet”. Cabernet 
auvignon is also known as 
etit Cabernet, Sauvignon 
Rouge and Vidure. 
 

Mandilaria 
 
Rhodes, the legendary island of the 
Knights of St. John, was one of the
first areas of ancient Greece for 
wine production in addition to the 
Cyclades and Crete. Rhodes has 
the highest number of sunshine 
days and the fewest number of 
rainy days in the country which 
contribute to the favorable grape-
growing environment shared by its 
close neighbor, Tilos. Rhodes 
wines are protected by an AOC 
(appellation d’origine controlee) and 
are produced primarily from (1) 
white athiri and (2) red mandilaria 
grapes. The mandilaria is also 
known as amorgiano, black 
koundoura, black doubraina and 
pargiano. It is, therefore, not 
surprising that Tilos vineyard 
owners are recognizing the 
valuable contribution of the 
Mandilaria grape and the favorable 
climate and soil conditions of Tilos 
for growing this Aegean island 
favorite. 
 
The mandilaria has a thick skin 
covering a rich, dark fruit flesh. It is
a very robust and productive plant 
resilient to drought. The tannin-rich 
grapes produce a dry, sweet semi-
aromatic wine. This grape can be 
used alone in the production of 
wine as in Rhodes, or it can be 
used in conjunction with other 
regional grape varieties which 
produce regional wines such as 
Dodecanisiakos or Irakliotikos. It is
mixed with Kotsifali in the 
production of dry, red wine from 
Peza and Archanes, and together 
with Monemvasia in the production 
of dry, red wine from Paros. 
 
Michalis Sakelaris, owner of 
Michalis Restaurant in Livadia, said 
he is looking forward to the 
pleasure of serving wine from his 
own vineyard in 2007. Telis
Hadzifoudas is inspired by the 
same vision for the En Plo Café in
Eristos Beach.  
  Renaissance in Honor of Dionysus  
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“… Once more among the 
vegetable, swings your 

ancient dreams. Once, in 
your ancient dreams, the 

songs that light up and 
vanish. In those that light 

vanish, the world’s
warm mysteries. The 
world’s secrets.  …”

The Hyacinth Symphony
By Odysseus Elytis

Nobel Laureate
 

up and 

 
 
 

 

Y  
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ll known fact among the
ate group of international
al experts, tourists,
et magazines, fine
rants, athletes and even
s themselves is that the 
nal Mediterranean cuisine
utes directly to the health

longevity of the Greek
tion. The cuisine naturally

es fruits, vegetables,
ds, olive oil and feta
e from which culinary
ts are created. A lesser
 fact among the foregoing
 nature of the challenges
 by Hellenic farmers, many
whom provide these
ients from the soil of small
n islands, in contrast to

European mainland
rparts.  

happens along the road to
exquisite, seaside table
 of sumptuous Greek
des, mezedes, salata and
mata? Taking a journalistic
of this road, one will see
sting images. Most people
ive the image of
dable Hellenic sunshine

eliably warm temperatures 
cive to plant growth
hout most of the year;
tions promulgated by the
ean Union and national
ic government to ensure
products for consumption
xport; the existing, albeit
ling, EU Common
ltural Policy that has in 
ears been the envy of the

gricultural European
mic sectors; modern

ment to maximize output
inimize labor, injuries and

Salute to Aegean Island Farmers 

regional economic sector* 
which creates the requisite 
consumer purchasing power 
to provide a marketplace for 
farmers. [* based upon the 
EU official declaration of a 
higher per capita income in 
the Dodecanese than the EU 
average.] 
  

 
Farming on Tilos 

 
These common perceptions 
stand in contrast to the 
darker images that cast 
shadows on this road to the 
gourmet table. Casting a 
further look upon the islands, 
one will see hours of back-
breaking labor in the 
harshest of island weather 
conditions; the absence of 
much needed rain in this arid 
region; torrential downpours 
creating flooding when the 
rain does appear; strong 
island winds of 7-9 Beaufort
that damage crops and 
hothouses;  sea salt layering 
and burning the agricultural 
foliage thereby reducing 
fresh water and oxygen 
intake by the plants; lost 
produce that was carefully 
harvested and packaged for 
boats that were promised by 
the Hellenic government but 
never came; sandy, nutrient-
starved soil buffeted by 
island winds rendering the 
task of watering and 
cultivating more difficult; the 
absence of local farm 
equipment service centers 
which are needed for poorly 
operating equipment, 
polluting engines (unhealthy 

broken or worn farm equipment
parts; and an excessive blackbird
and goat population on the island
that results in crop damage and
losses. 

“… Downwind of herbs I 
sucked in basil and all the

archangels … laughed 
stirring their golden 
heads like corn; …”

The Forefathers’ Paradise
By Odysseus Elytis

Nobel Laureate

 
There is arguable merit to the 
well publicized, albeit
occasionally controversial,
philosophy espoused by the
French who heighten European
awareness of the valuable
contributions of farmers. Perhaps
we, too, should not forget that the
road taken to secure the delivery 
of those healthy ingredients for
our appetizing dolmades, 
mezedes, and other 
Mediterranean delights is a long
and arduous one that should
inspire appreciation for the
unseen efforts of the farmers who
create this cornucopia for us all.  
 

 
Gregoris & Sofia Kammas 

Tilos Farmer &  
“Ilias’ Old Passion” Café 

Owner 
annis Giannourakis
Tilos Farmer & 

“Tropicana” Taverna
Owner 
ct waste; and a healthy, for the operators), and 
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ince January 2006, the S
ARC has greeted four new 
arrivals which have been 
added to the list of 20 birds 
representing 13 avian
species given care at the 
ARC since its inauguration in 
September 2004. To date, 
the ARC has received: 4 
Little Bitterns, 2  juvenile 
Scops Owls, 2 Song 
Thrushes, 1 Eleonora falcon, 
1 Sardinian Warbler, 2 Wood
Warblers, 1 Long Legged 
Buzzard, 1 Kingfisher, 1 
Cuckoo bird, 1 Rock Dove, 2 
Sparrows, 1 Moorhen and 1 
Gray Heron. Many of the 
birds recovered from shock 
and injuries and were 
released; unfortunately, 
however, some did not 
survive as their injuries were 
too serious. Each, however, 
has shared with us its own 
characteristics, unique 
personality and struggle to 
survive regardless of the 
outcome. Most important of 
all, each has enriched our 
knowledge about those with 
whom we share this island 
SPA [Special Protection 
Area]. 
 
The TPA would like to extend 
its sincere appreciation to 
Philipos Dragoumis, Director 
of the Wildlife Center in 
Aegina; Dr. Haralambos 
Alivizatos, chief ornithologist 
of the EU Tilos Life Nature 
program; and Dr. Anastasia 
Komninou, Professor at the 
Veterinary School at the 
University of Thessaloniki 
and DVM, for their generous 
assistance to the TPA in 
informing us about the proper 
care and feeding of these 
resident and migratory avian
species of Tilos.  
 

A Golden Raptor 
 
The distinguished Long 
Legged buzzard [Buteo 
rufinus] pictured here was 
rescued on February 5th by 

 
Manolis Kitsais, Vang
Papadopoulos and T
Hadzifoudas and delivere
the ARC. 
 
This rare bird is 60 cm
and has a 1.5 meter w
span. The light colors on
outer coverts of this b
wings indicate that it
between youth 
adulthood because 
lighter juvenile co
become darker as they g
older. 
 
When this buzzard
placed in an outdoor cag
the ARC, the bird’s inju
became apparent. There 
a head wound from an at
by a black bird, an inju
right foot on which it co
not stand and an injured
eye with surround
deteriorated skin and mis
feathers. Two A
countryside neighbors, 
Pavlos Koumpanios and
son Pantelis, reported see
a companion long-leg
buzzard flying in 
elevation circles 
periodically resting close
the cage in which the inju
buzzard was placed. 
unusual, hovering beha
of the companion appea
to reflect its awareness of
injured buzzard’s prese
and confinement.  
 
Since the bird’s arrival, 
Anastasios Aliferis has b
continuously supplying 
well as delivering the f
recommended by 
Dragoumis, who 
extensive experience 
raptor species at the Aeg
Wildlife Center. T
generous contribution by
Aliferis is deeply apprecia
at the ARC which norm
feeds and cares for 
injured birds from the priv
resources of its volun
staff. 
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Tilos Avian Recovery Center (ARC)  
Greets New Arrivals 
elis
elis
d to

 tall
ing

 the 
ird’s
 is
and
the
lors
row

was 
e at
ries
was 
tack
red
uld

 left
ing

sing
RC
Mr.

 his
ing

Long Legged 
Buzzard at the 

ARC 

During the first 7 weeks of 
rehabilitation and professional 
consultations with Mr. Dragoumis 
and Dr. Alivizatos, the experts 
asked certain questions to try to 
gauge whether the bird was fit for 
release and capable of capturing 
its customary prey for feeding. (1) 
Is the bird able to independently 
and easily handle and consume 
the live prey that was put into its 
domestic environment, (2) Have 
the injuries healed, (3) Is the bird 
calm or showing signs of stress, 
and (4) Are the wings healthy?. 
The answer to each question has 
been positive except for the 
continuing sensitivity of the bird’s 
right foot.  
 
With these responses, both 
experts noted that freedom from 
prolonged captivity was a vital 
part of this bird’s recovery 
process. Therefore, upon the 
recommendations of the experts, 
an attempt was made to set the 
bird free. On March 31st, the cage 
door was opened, and the 
buzzard hopped out of its cage 
ged 
low
and
 to
red

The
vior
red
 the
nce

Dr.
een

as
ood
Mr.
has
with
ina
his

 Dr.
ted
ally
the
ate

teer

with freedom beckoning. The 
buzzard remained standing for a 
prolonged period with a relaxed 
demeanor in the open air next to 
lemon scented verbena under the 
comfortable shade of a 
eucalyptus tree. The bird simply
looked around, unafraid of the 
four people in the distance 
monitoring its behavior and 
progress. 
 

 
Dimitri Giannourakis, Telis 
Hadzifoudas, and the TPA
Director treating “Mitso”, a
new arrival. 
“The ARC has received 
20 birds representing 13 

avian species since its 
inauguration in 

September 2004.”
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Visit us on the Web! 
 

www.tilos-park.org 
www.tilos.gr  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Dr. Anastasios Aliferis, 

Mayor of Tilos, with a 
Little Bittern at the ARC.  
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the bird made no
t to move, the four
 slowly approached the
 encouraging the bird 
away at its earliest 

ience since the
orhood feral cats were
ching. During the next
he buzzard posed for
raphs taken at a
e of only one meter, 
 sunbathing on a tree

remained close to the
ers, and reluctantly flew
of only 200 meters at a
w altitude in increments
small stages.  Finally, 
a prolonged waiting

with no further 
ent, the buzzard was
d to the ARC without
istance. 

goumis, as Director of
egina Wildlife Center 
s years of experience

bilitating injured wildlife,
nded the theory that
zard may unfortunately
ecome accustomed to
ular delivery of meals,
n-threatening behavior
caretakers, and the

 of the ARC. These
ts are conducive to
sful rehabilitation from
and injury but counter-
tive to encouraging a
ed patient to return to

inal home. Professional
endations to slowly

te the buzzard back
he wild are being
ented and will be
d in the next edition of
s Park Journal. 

New Song Thrush 

ebruary 11th, Nikos 
and Yannis Fovakis

d a juvenile song
[Turdus philomelos]
had been rescued

g an attack by
rds in Megalo Chorio
as unable to fly. The 
hrush had an injured
ng and a head wound. 

rush was introduced to
rior cage on this winter
more fully ascertain its
status and ability to eat
nk water on its own. If
red bird can sustain
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Beaufort headwinds in the southern 
Aegean which were so strong that

and ferry transportation was
completely disrupted in the region

r two days. 

boat 

fo
 

 
“Mitsos” the Gray Herron 

 
Dimitri called Telis Hadzifoudas and 
together they delivered this heron to
the ARC.  The bird was rehydrated 
and laid to rest for the night. The
following morning, Dr. Alivizatos
examined the heron and reported
hat it was dangerously thin having
st over half of its body weight

which is normally 1.5-2 kg. He 
offered suggestions for the care

bilitation of the heron, 
d “Mitso” in recognition of the

very generous volunteer efforts o

t
lo

and reha
name

f
Dim

 

itri, which have included his
delivery and hand feeding of fresh
fish each day. The bird continues to
improve slowly.  

The Gray Heron, which stands 1 m
tall with a 1.5 m wingspan, normally
continues its journey north to its
breeding range in central and north-
eastern Europe and Asia. It builds
its nest in tall trees, often at a
height of 25 m, using sticks. Its
lifespan can reach 25 years and its
habitat includes rivers, lakes,
estuaries and marshes. The Gray
Heron is a wader which prefers fish,
frogs, small reptiles and even small 
birds found in or near shallow
water.  The Gray Heron has a slow
flight with a retracted neck
characteristic of herons and bitterns
which distinguishes them from
cranes, storks and spoonbills that
xtend their necks in flight. e

itself and will not be 
adversely affected by the 
weather conditions, it will 
customarily be relocated to 
an outdoor cage with 
sheltering plants, food and 
water in order to relieve 
some stress on the injured 
bird. The thrush was soon 
transferred to a large outdoor 
cage which provides a small 
bird such as a thrush with the 
opportunity to test its ability 
to fly from perch to perch at 
several different altitudes 
during the recovery period.  
 
During the ensuing 7 weeks, 
the thrush improved and 
attained a height of almost 2 
meters in its flight 
rehabilitation. The head 
wound completely healed. 
The release date of the bird 
will now be dependent upon 
its flight recovery to the 
satisfaction of the experts 
with due consideration to be 
given to the time of year of 
potential release. Our 
advisors have cautioned us 
that it would be premature to 
permit this recovering bird to 
attempt a lengthy spring
migratory flight over the 
Aegean Sea and then 
hundreds of kilometers over 
the continent to its traditional 
summer European 
destinations which include 
Finland to the north. For the 
moment, the experts 
continue to rely upon the 
good fortune of i fisi giatrevi 
ton eafto tis [“nature heals 
itself”], after which the 
earliest anticipated release 
date for this thrush may be 
this autumn when its fellow 
song thrushes return to Tilos 
for the winter season. 
 

“Mitso”, the Gray Heron 
 

On the evening of April 26th, 
Dimitri Giannourakis found 
and rescued an adult Gray 
Heron, [Ardea cinerea] which 
was lying on the side of an 
Eristos road exhausted and 
unable to move after its 
arrival from Africa following a 
very hazardous journey. This 
bird and its companions had 
flown north to Tilos, a 
migratory rest area, against 9 
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Menelos Karageo
[Gallinula chloropus
to the ARC by Te

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The dark gray Moo  
brilliant red forehea
long green legs and
small lakes, ponds
vegetation cover, 
resident of Tilos  
feeds on aquatic ve
seeds, mollusks, wo
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Menelos found the 
an open cut on its
state demonstrating

days at the ARC an
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 For avian observers, information concerning the 
launch of the annual World Migratory Bird Day on 
April 9th in Kenya can be obtained at 
http://www.unep-aewa.org sponsored by 
UNEP/AEWA of which Bert Lenten is Executive 
Secretary. Information can also be obtained 
courtesy of David Camilleri at Proact International 
at http://www.proact-campaigns.net.   

 

 

 

rgiou rescued a Moorhen
] in Livadia which was delivered
lis Hadzifoudas on March 31

rhen [27-31 cm] is striking with a
d and bill tipped in bright yellow,
 toes. Although usually found by
, pools and rivers with dense
the Moorhen is a year round
and the surrounding region. It
getation, wild fruits and berries, 
rms and insects. 

e a swift recovery after a fe

he Moorhen 
 

st.
bird in a ceramic garden pot with
 right leg and in an immovable
 injury, shock or both. 

w
d flew to freedom on April 3rd. 
World Migratory Bird Day 
Kingfisher at the ARC 

 
 Critically Endangered Monk Seals on Tilos 
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 Tilos Sightings 
 
Certain inaccessible coves on the island are the
customary home and playground to endangered
marine species such as the internationally rare
monk seal [Monachus monachus] infrequently 
observed by visitors and residents. However, on
February 9th, Iain Fulton confirmed the sighting of a
rare monk seal uncharacteristically playing and
splashing openly in the clear water of Livadia Bay
by the port. British born Iaian and his wife Lynn
have resided on Tilos for more than a decade.
During this time they have studied, photographed
and guided island visitors through the 16 different
habitats of this Special Protection Area with
knowledge of its unique flora and fauna. On April
10th, Telis Hadzifoudas, who is assigned to the

ilos Life Nature Program as well as student groups
tudying Tilos wildlife, observed a monk seal in the
hallow water of Livadia Bay as it worked to free a
mall tuna caught in a fishing net. These sightings
re significant when viewed in the context of the
urrent status of the species. 

ythology 

n ancient Greece, Mediterranean monk seals were
elieved to be protected by Poseidon and Apollo
ecause the seals possessed a great love for the
ea and the sun. One of the first coins minted in
pproximately 500 B.C. illustrated the head of a 
editerranean monk seal. The monk seal was also

ncluded in the writings of Homer, Plutarch and
Aristotle. To fishermen and sailors, the sighting of a

onk seal brought good fortune. 

North
 
 

ory 

rically, monk seals were hunted like other 
ies for human needs, such as the skins for 
s, clothing and shelter (which was believed to 
 protection against lightning), the fat for oil 
s and candles and the meat for food. 
ificant monk seal population reductions 
rred during the Roman period, the Middle Ages 
 most seriously, during the last 50 years which 
ed monk seals to retreat to caves and hidden
ers.   

graphical Range 

 estimated that there are only 300 to 400 
ining Mediterranean monk seals. Formerly, the 

k seal population range included France, 
ica, Spain, Balearic Islands, Italy, Sicily, the
ana archipelago, Egypt, Israel, Lebanon, 
sia, Senegal, Gambia, Mauritania, Cape Verde,
eira, Canary Islands and Azores. There are 

two areas remaining with monk seal 
lations: the eastern Mediterranean and the 
east Atlantic off the coast of Northwest Africa. 
 
 
ARC Greets New Arrivals 
(continued) 
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 Monk Seals on Tilos (continued) 
 Pups are born in hidden 

caves, swim and dive at 2 
weeks of age and are weaned 
at 4 months. Monk seals have 
a very low reproductive and 
survival rate. For example, 
pups are at risk of drowning 
during severe winter storms in 
addition to the previously 
mentioned threats. 
 
Monk Seal Relations 
 
The Hawaiian monk seal 
(Monachus schauinslandi) 
was not recorded until 2,300 
years after its Mediterranean 
counterpart, when the 
Hawaiian monk seal was 
documented in 1805 by a 
Russian explorer. The 
Caribbean monk seal 
(Monachus tropicalis) first 
recorded by Christopher 
Columbus in 1494 may be
purely an historical species 
because it has not been 
observed since 1952 off 
Seranilla Bank.  
 
EU Recognition of Monk 
Seal Preservation 
 

In 2005, the European
Commission invested € 69 
million in 54 Life Nature
conservation projects. One of
these is devoted to the
protection of the
Mediterranean monk seal as a
case study. The Hellenic
Society for the Study and
Protection of the Monk Seal is
coordinating this project to
identify (a) the threats to the
seal, (b) the problems
encountered by the Greek
fishermen, and (c) the
effectiveness of acoustic
devices to deter seals from
fishing equipment in 7 “hot
spots” within the area
comprising 15,000 km of 
Greek coastline and 3,000
islands. 90% of the European 
Mediterranean Monk Seal
population lives in Greece
representing only 200-250 
individuals. 
 
Our universal commitment to
stem the tide of the monk seal
population decline cannot
change history, but it can 
change their future. 

Threats 
 
Today, the IUCN (International
Union for the Conservation of
Nature and Natural
Resources) has classified the 
monk seal as “Critically
Endangered”. The primary
threats include deliberate
killings by fishermen,
accidental deaths from fishing
equipment, reduced food
availability, destruction of
habitat, pollution and
susceptibility to disease and
toxic algae. In 1997, 2/3 of the
population from the Western
Sahara Cote des Phoques
died from an undetermined
epidemic. 
 
Characteristics 
 
The seals weigh between 300
to 315 kg and mature at 5
years of age. They forage for
fish and octopus in shallow
waters and live approximately
20-30 years in the wild. Pups 
weighing 16-18 kg [88-103 cm 
in length] are born throughout
the year, primarily in
September/October. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nestos 
 
when my dogs  
crept away because  
of the jackals' howling 
I went down to the river 
noiselessly 
with bare sandy feet 
I stand that night 
at the banks of  
Nestos 
 
anytime they must come 
in order to drink and bathe 
and play with their offspring 
in the shallow waters 
chasing Night Herons  
off their drinking place  
they have used for 
generations 
 
it was the hour 
when I became invisible 
the first time in my life 
at the banks of Nestos 
 
and suddenly they  
appeared,  
panting, 
shadow creatures 
with eyes glowing 
like stars over water 
 
I was the only one 
who could see them  
that night 
 
they drank, thirsty 
heads bent  
with grace  
 
Karin Hutter 
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Tilos Says “Dankeshein”  
 

 Support for Tilos has been very generously given by Karin Hutter
of the well known German animal welfare organization Animal
Public after reading about Tilos island activities in the March 
2006 edition of the German magazine “Freiheit fur Tiere”. Ms.
Hutter is an author of children’s stories including “Why Should a
Wolf Not Have a Guardian Angel?”. She published an article
about Tilos entitled “Tilos, das Juwel der Agais ist in Gefahr” in 
the organization’s website at http://www.animal-public.de. You 
an access this website in English and German in order to learn
ore about the aims and noteworthy accomplishments of this 
rganization.  The poem, which appears in English on the left of 

this page and in German below, written by Ms. Hutter was 
inspired by her remarkable experiences with Animal Public. 
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das war die Zeit 
in der ich mich 
unsichtbar machte 
zum ersten Mal am 
Ufer des Nestos 
 
und plötzlich 
waren sie da 
Schattenwesen 
hechelnd 
mit Augen 
Karin Hutter 
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Nestos 
 
Als sich die Hunde 
erkrochen beim 
uf der Schakale 
ing ich hinunter 
um Fluss lautlos 
it nackten 
üßen den Sand 
wischen den Zehen 
tand ich des nachts 
m Ufer des Nestos 
rgendwann mussten 
ie kommen 
rinken und baden 
nd mit ihren 
ungen balgen im 
eichten Wasser 
achtreiher verjagen 
on ihrer Tränke 
ie sie aufsuchen 
eit Generationen 
g

lühend wie 
rrlichter 
m Wasser 

ur ich konnte 
ie sehen 
n dieser Nacht 

ie tranken gierig 
it anmutig 
esenkten Köpfen 


